THE BRAND is currently manufacturing 30 SKUs of THC and CBD products in a state of
the art processing facility in the heart of central Oklahoma, strategically located halfway
between Oklahoma City and Tulsa. From vapes to edibles, tinctures, topicals, &
capsules, this is a one stop processing shop. This is the gold standard of cannabis
processing.

2250 ft.² Secure Building
Completely renovated- new epoxy flooring, new lights, all new 3 phase electrical with
400 amp electrical service, new pole, buckets, meter, panel, and wiring inside steel
conduit, new roof, new hot water heater, new PEX plumbing lines, all new commercial
stainless gas ovens, triple sinks, ovens, fridge, and freezer. Fiberglass Reinforced
Paneling throughout Kitchen and storage sections of building for proper food safety
construction, signed off on by OK Health Dept. All new LED lighting throughout
building. New solid heavy steel doors on both front and rear entrance. Custom
welded steel bars on inside of back door and inside of front windows per the local
Chief of Police’s recommendation. Blacked out tempered glass windows. Complete
NEST security system with multiple (7) exterior and interior cameras, motion sensors,
alarm, and video doorbells. New exterior lights on front and rear of building set on
dusk to dawn timers for overnight security lighting. New paint. New brick mortar glue
sealant throughout extraction and restroom to prevent old brick erosion. Very discreet
and totally secure.
State of the Art, industry leading technology for Extraction & Post Processing/
Distillation Equipment
- Cali Pre-Rollers Industrial Material Bulk Whip Shredder
- Heidolph Platinum Benchtop Rotovap Package x2
- Cascade Sciences CDO-5 Decarb Oven
- Cascade Sciences CVO-5 Pro Vacuum Oven Package
- Cascade Sciences Purepath Distillation Machine 100+KIT A
- Drain Droyd Hash Oil Filtration Machine
- Eden Labs 20L2K CO2 Extraction Machine
- SoLow -85C Lab Freezer for Winterization of Oils
- Waverly Digital Hotplates x3 with Misc. Stir Bars
- Cascade Sciences 20L Bead Bath + 15L Lab Armor Beads
- Kinematic MDT-1000 Homogenizer w/ Stand
- Agilent 1220 Inifinity II HPLC System – Lab Potency Analyzer
- Lab Potency Analyzer Accessories - Vortexer, Centrifuge, super analytical balances,
applicators, tubes, and misc. supplies
- Various Scientific glass flasks, vessels, containers for extraction and processing work

- Various scientific analytical precision balance scales
Intellectual Property- (All documented and bound in a three ring binder)
- Consultants from Heylo (Seattle, WA) and Cascade Sciences (Portland, OR) conducted
onsite extraction, post-processing, and distillation training and wrote processing SOPs.
Food Safety & HACCP plan consultant with 21 years of meat processing and inspection
experience developed employee operations manual, GMPs, SOPs/SSOPs, and HACCP
Plan.
- Employee Operations Manual
- Good Manufacturing Processes
- SOPs
- SSOPs
- HACCP Plan
- Product & Food Recipes and step-by-step guide to each SKU
Legal Trademarks
- Two separate federal trademarks registered and owned by THE BRAND. Multiple
state trademarks registered.
Branding & Design
- e-commerce ready website merchant processor initially approved, website is 100%
ready to accept credit cards and sell goods online as soon as merchant processor
services are obtained.
- Beautiful logo and design files
MJ Freeway Compliance Software / CRM
Pre-populated database that handles all customers, sales, transports, drivers vehicles,
inventory management, processing, end products, etc. Complete seed-to-sale, trackand-trace compliance software. Calculates COGS, full reporting functionality. Very
robust software. Everything was required to be entered from vendors and calculated
down to the gram or fluid ounce of exactly how much of each item is required to make
each batch of product. Perfect for compliance and accounting.
Social Media following
- Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. 5k+
Packaging and Marketing Materials // Misc.
- Large printed comprehensive brand overview brochures, small product flyer
handouts, various branded packaging and labels.

-1800+ units of unused branded vape carts, batteries, chargers, and packaging for
vape sales, plus vape filling accessory parts.
-Multiple stainless steel tables, workbenches, and storage racks
-Large, industrial 6' tall gun safe onsite - no need to bank at all.
-Office Furniture - fireproof office file cabinets, two computers, multifunction printer
scanner, fancy couches, chairs, and tables.
-Anti-Fatigue Workstation mats throughout facility
-Unused, ready to sell packaged inventory
-Branded Trade-show/Exhibitor Gear Setup - attend the trade-shows and cups/
competitions in style. backdrop, two branded tablecloths, tables, chairs, two popup
banner displays.
-Magic Butter Machines - used for various SKU production
-DropBox Cloud Based Encrypted File Storage System - all docs since corporate
formation scanned and organized by entity, function, month, and year. All receipts/
taxes/corporate filings/compliance report filings/bank statements/etc stored online for
easy portability and access.

